Fluorenyl fatty acids as fluorescent probes for depth-dependent analysis of artificial and natural membranes.
The main objective of depth-dependent fluorescent probes is to provide information at a distinct position in the membrane hydrophobic core. We report here a series of fluorenyl fatty acids which can probe both artificial and natural membranes at different depths. Long-chain acids (C4, C6, and C8) are attached to fluorene chromophore on one side, and a hydrophobic tail (C4) is attached on the other side, so that on incorporation in membranes the carboxyl end of the molecule is oriented toward the membrane-water interface and the hydrophobic tail points toward the membrane interior. These acids can be readily partitioned into membranes. The disposition of these fluorenyl fatty acids in membranes was studied by fluorescence quenching using iodide as a water-soluble and 9,10-dibromostearic acid as a lipid-soluble quencher. The results obtained indicate that attachment of a hydrophobic tail is essential for effective alignment of depth-dependent fluorescent probes. The length of the hydrophobic tail was varied and an n-butyl chain was found to be most effective. In all cases, the compounds with a hydrophobic tail were found to be probing the membrane deeper than their counterparts with no hydrophobic tail. Further, the compounds with hydrophobic tails were more strongly immobilized in the membrane as indicated by fluorescence polarization studies. However, the effect of such a tail varied with membrane type. Thus in artificial membranes an n-butyl chain was found to be extremely important for effective monitoring by shallow probes like 4-(2'-fluorenyl)butyric acid, whereas in erythrocyte ghost membranes the same n-butyl tail was found to be more desirable for deeper probes like 8-(2'-fluorenyl)octanoic acid.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)